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glenn rathke is an absolute treasure. he's a friendly and
knowledgeable guy with a great enthusiasm for windows
and the windows development tools. i would consider
working with him for any opportunity on any subject
associated with the windows platform. read his tutorial at
http://www.windev.net/tutorials to find the location of his
wonderful, wonderful tutorials. - rob lefferts glennrathke
is a knowledgable and know edge windows developer
with a nice personality and a great attitude. his tutorials
help alot by breaking down programming concepts which
is hard to do with other tutorials. thanks for that, you
have helped me a lot. - kevin perryman i know glenn as a
friend and as a very helpful and knowledgeable source of
windev information and assistance. i highly recommend
his tutorials as well as continuing his knowledge base as
a developer. - tim edwards the second day will be
dedicated to apache poi and friends. we will cover how to
use apache poi in java,.net, c++, and even python! it is a
set of standard java libraries that enable programmers to
read and write data in various formats, including
databases, files, xml, and html. poi supports documents
that are natively supported in the microsoft office
applications, although it can be used on a variety of
different formats with little or no modification. with.net
they can upload their application in microsoft visual
studio and deploy it to the cloud on windows server using
the latest version of windows server core. azure provides
the most popular services such as cloud computing, web
hosting, and file storage to help the.net developer create
applications.
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Enjoy the Windev forum and write your contributions and
questions. We'll be here to answer your questions about
Windev on March 31, 2023 (Tuesday) at 13:00 UTC. We'll

be in a Google+ hangout, but you can always ask
questions as well in comments below, or in #wxdev

channel on irc.freenode.net. In addition to being able to
deliver any kind of programming platform for the

developers' convenience, Windev brings to the table the
solutions to integrate any kind of custom security

solution within the application without the need for
additional web or database server development. This is
being accomplished through DataPortal. DataPortal is a
platform built on top of the web application, giving you

the freedom to build security into your application
without the need to develop those features yourself.

Windev can make it perfectly easy for you to publish and
run your WinDev app or website, even on your first day
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with it, so you can be up and running pretty fast. Within
Windev, you can configure a number of options for

testing your application prior to publishing, including: If
the platform you want to develop with does not support
Visual Studio, its functionality may be available in other
integrated editors, but you have to still have the right

libraries to compile and run your application. The
Antenna IDE and the Candle IDE from Windev provide the

necessary functionality to build and run Windows
applications, even without Visual Studio! Windev is a
powerful tool for developers, it is available for free as
long as you follow the licensing agreement. Windev is

much more than a framework. It brings to the table the
necessary tools for you to develop your Windows

application from the get go. 5ec8ef588b
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